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Abstract— The creation of multiple channels (sharing the
same time-frequency region) between a transmitter and a
receiver can be achieved by sampling the wavetield space
with respect to the spatial domain. The wavefield space is
the signal space spanned by the channel parameters which
characterize the multipath fading environment, Using this

basic intuition it is possible to reliably transmit data at
rates exceeding the famous Shannonian spectral efficiency

of Logz (1 + SNR) bit/see/Hz where SNR is the signal-to-

noise ratio over the bandwidth occupied by the signal. This

exciting possibility has generated significant interest in the

communications community. However, it is not clear at
this point how a realistic and cost-effective radio could
take advantage of such an enhancement. WJ Communi-
cations has invested significantly in the reasearch of this

subject and sponsored the study of a new transmission
scheme, STREAMT~, [Spatial Transmission with Radio En-
hanced Adaptive Modulation] able to achieve very high
speed bandwidth-efficient wireless data communications in

arbitrary environment: outdoor/indoor, mobile/fixed, line-

of-sight/obstructed. We describe here the general ideas of

the technology and show the results of the first hardware
prototype which has no counterpart currently in industry

in terms of scalability, cost, performance.

I. BACKGROUND

High speed data services are today a requirement of
the wireless communication industry. Unfortunately, the
achievement of high data rates in the wireless environment
is still a technical challenge. In presence of additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN)l a well known limit to the maxi-
mum achievable data rate is the Shannon-Nyquist bound:

having an available channel bandwidth W and signal to
noise ratio over this bandwidth equal to SNR, it is im-
possible to transmit reliably data at a rate higher than

C = W’iogz (1 + SiVR) (in bits per second). In other words
the maximum spectral efficiency is bounded at any signal to
noise ratio by Logz (l+SNR) bit per second per Hertz, The
fundamental point in this famous formula is that the num-
ber of dimensions per unit-time that can be accommodated
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1In a sense the AWGN channel model is the simplest channel model.

In fact in reality many other sources of distortion place additional
limitation to the maximum achievable data rate. As a consequence
the AWGN channel capacity has always been considered an upper
bound to the capacity of any other channel model.
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by an approximately W-bandlimited channel is bounded
by 2W. This result is due to Landau and Pollak [1]. Many
researchers observed that multiple transmit/receive anten-
nas have a substantial benefit on the achievable data rate
in multipath fading environments [4], and actually that the
transmission with a U-sensor antenna array and reception
with a K-sensor antenna array is capable of achieving rates

that increase linearly with min(U, K) [2]. In other words,

one can expect an increase in capacity directly proportional
to the number of sensors at the antenna array without any
penalty in power and bandwidth. The subject has gen-
erated significant interest in the communication research
community in recent years. In the United States there are
several independent industry efforts that have attackedl a
similar problem. One of them finds its roots at Lucent
where a system called BLAST (Bell-Labs Space-Time Ar-
chitecture) was developed for a non-frequency selective,
static (typically indoor) environment with extremely nim-

rowband throughput. Despite the undeniable value of that
first study we clearly see the restricted applicability of the
investigation.

The study sponsored by WJ Communications has solved
a more general problem: cost-effective methods to cle-
modulate broadband data rate signals transmitted frc)m
different positions in the wavefield, afflicted by arbitrar-
ily time-varying fading characterist its, with arbitrary time
dispersion. The result of the study is a method defined

STREAMTM (Spatial Transmission with Radio Enhanced
Adaptive Modulation).

II. SUMMARY OF THE TECHNIQUE

The wavefield space is the space spanned by the cha,n-
nel parameters that characterize the multipath fading en-
vironment, At the transmitter symbols are modulated and
simultaneously transmitted using signals that occupy the
same frequency portion of the spectrum, but are disting-
uishable because different is their position in the wave-

field space. The shape of the wave field space depends on
the particular propagation environment. The optimum cie-
modulator estimates the wavefield space parameters and
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performs optimum separation of the different signals to
obtain the multiple streams. Given a perfect estimate of

the wavefield space parameters, the Maximum Likelihood
principle is the optimum strategy for detection. When the
wavefield space parameters are a-priori unknown, the Max-
imum Likelihood detector can not be implemented. A t ypi-
cal approach is the Generalized Likelihood Detector (GLD)
[18] which uses the Generalized Likelihood statistic (GLS)
to detect the signals. The Generalized Likelihood statistic,

derived for time-varying wavefield spaces, involves finding
the orthogonal projection of the received signal onto the
signal subspace: the transmitted signal (corresponding to

one of the transmitted sequences of symbols) is in fact

known to lie in a subspace but its exact location is not
known, because unknown are the wavefield space parame-
ters. Detectors in this class are also called in signal process-
ing matched subspace detectors [16] because their statistic
is ‘(matched” to the a-priori known signal subspace S, The
(perfectly matched) orthogonal projection of the received
signal onto the signal subspace S is difficult (if not impossi-
ble) to compute. STRIEAMTM employs subspaces, say V,
that approximate the original signal subspace S in some

sense, and whose orthogonal projections are more easily
computed, These reduced-size signal subspaces V are ob-

tained by means of a decomposition of the fading channel
time variations using orthonormal wavelet bases [9]. Con-
sider ~(i, ~), as the wavefield space response to an impulse
at time t.A multiresolution decomposition can be applied
to ~(t, r) at any r with respect to t as

f(t, 7) = ~((nn, T)2-~/24(2-pt - m)
m

where ~(~, m, r) are wavelet coefficients, <(m, I-) are scaling
coefficients, ~(t)is a prototype bandpass wavelet function
and ~(t) is a lowpass scaling function [7]~[8], Observe that I

indexes the scaie~ or resolution (the smaller i the higher the
resolution) ~while m inc~exes the spatiai location of analysis,

If the mother wavelet is centered at time O and frequency

?,, <(~, m, r) measures the content of ~(t, r) around time
2’m and frequency 2-~jrc, while ~(m, T) represents the local
mean around time 2pnx.

The well-known merits of this decomposition are justi-
fied by an outstanding localization capability in the time-
frequency plane (see [9]). Using expansions for a generic
signal by means of orthonormal functions that are well-
localized in the time-frequency plane implies that only a
few coefficients of the expansion can be adopted to repre-
sent with extreme accuracy the original signal. Basically
the method uses an eilicient representation of the fading
statistics in the maximum likelihood formulation of the de-
tection problem.

In fact, the set of linear vector spaces defined by such de-
composition provides also a nested sequence of subspaces

that, at increasing level of detail, are “efficient” repre-
sentations of the original signal subspace S. Part of the

STREAMTM method is a method to “focus” these (sub-
space) represent ations to the original signal subspace using
the concept of Kolmogorov nwidth for signal classes. The
system model described in this subsection is described in
more detail in [12], [13], [14]. Consider a K-element an-
tenna receiving signals from a U-antenna transmitter rep-

resented as

yk(n) = a(n) Thk(n) + q~(n), (2)

with a(n) = [al(n), .. .al(n – D), .. ..a~(n). . ..a~(n – D)]T
as the vector of transmitted symbols, and

hk(n) = [gk,l(n, O), . . ..g~.u(n, D)]T .

as the channel vector at time-step n, qk (n), yk (n) additive

Gaussian noise and received sample at the kth antenna.
According to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) principle the

optimal detection metric is

NR- 1 K

-Liv = - ~ ~ k(n) - ~(n)Tb(n)12
?2=0 k=l

NR- 1 K

= - ~ ~lm(n) - Sk(n)l’
n=o k=l

= -Ily-sly. (3)

Since the wavefield space is assumed unknown, the optimal
metric can not be eactly computed and the application of
the Generalized Likelihood (GL) argument results in the
statistic

,cAl= llPs[y]ly, (4)

where Ps [y] is the orthogonal projection of y onto the sig-
nal subspace, denoted S. If no specific structure of hk (n),

for n = 0,1,..., NR– 1 and k = 1,...,1<, is assumed it
may be impossible to find h~~~l, the conditional maxi-

mum likelihood estimate of h~ (n). There may be infinitely
many orthogonal projectors onto the non uniquely defined
signal subspace for each transmitted sequence (this prc~b-
lem is a rather fundamental problem in estimation thecry
whose continuous time counterpart is pointed out in [;18]
p. 456). The GL statistic involves finding the orthogonal
projection of the received samples yn onto the signal su.b-
space S : the signal is known to lie in the subspace S but
its exact location is unknown because h is unknown. The
detectors described by (4) are matched subspace detectors

[16], because they are “matched” to the signal subspace S.
Moreover, since they form their statistic according to the
energy of the orthogonal projection of the received signal
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onto the signal subspace, they can be also interpreted as
generalized energy detectors.

STREAMTM relates to the discovery that alternative
subspaces V with orthogonal projections that are computed

more easily than Ps [v], exist.
This results in generalized energy detectors that are not

perfectly matched to $ but still perform satisfactorily in

the sense that

IF’SIYI112= IP’V[YI112.

III. DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES

Wideband Radios use a single Radio Frequency path to
access the entire allocated band, performing traffic chan-

nelization via digital signal processing. Traditional radios
perform traffic channelization in hardware and typically
require additional hardware combining network for multi-
channel systems. The flexibility increase inherent to wide-
band stems from the fiact that the channelization process
can be done in software or reconfigurable logic which can
not only be upgraded but could be dynamically changed
on a connection by connection basis [17].
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Fig. 1. The Hardware architecture of the Transceiver developed by

Watkins-Johnson.

Fig. 1 shows a Wideband architecture for a transceiver,
A plurality of receiving antennas are connected to the site
RF distribution which is a network of RF signal distri-
bution circuits. The Power Amplifiers are necessary to
amplify the transmit signal to reach the remote receiver
at adequate dist ante. The Wideband Receiver Modules
(one per antenna) are in charge of filtering, amplifying,
downconverting and digitizing the RF spectrum of inter-
est. The digital samples at the output of the ADC from
each of the Wideband Receiver Modules are routed appro-
priately time-multiplexed to the Wideband Digitized Spec-
trum Data Distribution,. Digital Receiver Processing mod-
ules perform traffic channelization, demodulation and dat a
extraction. In the transmit path the digital transmitter,
the Wideband Exciter perform the reverse operations.

The Wideband Receiver and Exciter RF Modules func-
tional diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 2.

0
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Fig. 2. The RF section of the transceiver with Analog to Digital and
Digital to Analog conversions.

The wideband receiver is designed to be driven from a

site RF distribution network and minimizes this interface
requiring a single, low gain RF feed per antenna element.
High dynamic range amplifiers and mixers are utilized to
obtain a large instantaneous dynamic range preserving sig-
nal fidelity. The signal as collected by the antenna is fN-

tered, amplified, further filtered and amplified. It is then
mixed by a first Local Oscillator and filtered, amplified and
mixed down to intermediate frequency by a second Local

Oscillator. A filter removes unwanted high frequency comp-
onents and the resulting signal is further amplified be-
fore being injected to the analog to digital converter. The
clock to the to the analog to digital converter is gener-
ated by a frequency source locked to the site frequency

reference. The samples at the output of the Analog to
Digital Converter are routed to the Wideband Data Dis-

tribution Bus. This Bus is a high speed Time Division
Multiplexed resource that connects any RF module to any
Digital receiver module in a non-blocking fashion. All freq-
uency and clock conversion oscillators are locked to the
external site frequency reference ensuring coherent opera-
tion. The Wideband Exciter RF Module is also illustrated
in Fig. 2. The samples from the Wideband Data Distribu-
tion Bus are routed to the the Digital to Analog Converter.

The analog signal then is filtered, amplified and mixed us-
ing the second Local Oscillator frequency, The RF signal is
further filtered, amplified and unconverted using the first
Local Oscillator frequency. After proper amplification and
filtering the signal goes to a multicarrier power amplifier
that is responsible for providing enough RF power to the
signal to reach the remote receiver after antenna radiaticm,

The traffic channelization (that is baseband conversion)
is performed using digital quadrature downconversion imp-
lemented by means of specialized high-speed ASIC. The
samples from the Wideband Digitized Data Distribution
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are downconverted to baseband by means of a quadrature

mizer where the mixing frequency is agenerated by a NCO
(Numerically Controlled Oscillator), An NCO is a digi-
tal implementation of vvhat is known in the analog domain

as Voltage Controlled Oscillator. The two branches (In-
Phase and In-Quadrature) samples are filtered to remove
high frequency components of the mixing process. Each of
the digital downconverters is connected to pulse shaping
filters that are matched to the tranmsitted pulse shapes

and the output of these filters are sampled at a rate that is
an integer multiple of the symbol rate. These samples are
known to contitute a sufficient statistic for the detector pre-

viously described, The synchronizer is responsible for opti-
mizing the sampling instants at the output of the sahping
filter. Wavefield estimation is performed iteratively using
the Generalized Likelihood method described and the gra-

dient update scheme. The processing functions following
the demodulation are related to the channel coding section
of the communication system. A deint erleaver with channel
decoder function follows the demodulator. Data extraction
refers to the organization of the information bitstream in a
way that is compatible with the particular application of

the communication system. The data is first properly orga-
nized in a bitstream from the user packet data distribution
bus by means of the data extraction function. Then it is
properly encoded and interleaved. The modulator basically
organizes the high-speed single bitstream in multiple lower
speed bitstreams. These bitstreams are modulated accord-
ing to the particular digital modulation format of interest
(for example M-QAM or M-PSK) and routed to the pulse

shaping filters. The device that follows is a digital up-
converter that basically translates to a first intermediate

frequency the baseband signal at the output of the pulse
shaping filters. The digital upconverter is constituted by
filters, mixers (multiples), a Numerically Controlled Oscil-
lator and an adder. The digital samples at the output of the
digital upconverter are routed by means of the Wideband
Digitized Spectrum Data Distribution Bus to the respective
Wideband Exciter RF module where they are converted to
analog signals and unconverted to RF. Each module is con-
trolled by a microcontroller, able also to provide interfaces
with the data distribution resources (Wideband Digitized

Spectrum Data Distribution and User Data Distribution.
Multiple modules can be replicated to meet traffic capacity
and/or multiple antenna requirements.

IV. RESULTS OF HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS

WJ Communications has developed a hardware proto-
type which enabled STREAM~M with up to 12 transmit
antennas and 15 receive antennas. The bandwidth of the
radio is selectable up to 5 MHz. The functional hardware
architecture described in the previous Section is mapped
to the wideband base-station of [17]. After the incident
composite frequency-multiplexed signal has been received

at RF by the antenna system the wideband receive slec-
tion translates frequency of the received RF signal to an
analog baseband frequency. The analog baseband signal is
then digitized into 12-bit samples by an analog to digital

converter, and the resultant data stream is provided to a
time-division multiplexed (TDM) local receive bus opera-
tive at a rate of 30.72 Msps (see Fig. 3). The local receive
bus is implemented as a standard VXI Local Bus as speci-
fied in VXI Specification, IEEE Standard 1155.

Fig. 3. The Wideband Data distribution architecture. The bus u!secl
is a VXI bus, as specified in VXI Specification, IEEE Standard
1155.

We present results for the cellular band and for the 3.5
GHz licensed band.

Fig. 4 show result for 12 transmit antennas and 15 :re-

ceive antennas and 30 KHz bandwidth in the cellular band
(1S-136 band).

Fig. 4. Bit Error Rate results averaged over 100 different locations

for obstructed (non Line of Sight) environment with 12 transmit

antennas, diversity gain equal to 4/5,
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A. A wireless broadband scenario

In Fig. 5 we show hardware results of a typical fixed
wireless broadband access scenario. The delay spread is
about 10 psec and the bandwidth used by the radio is 4

MHz. We achieve a data rate in the vicinity of 72 Mbit/sec.
It is important to emphasize the robustness of the digital
radio to heavily dispersed channels without the use of a

multicarrier methodology.

The details of the methodology to cope with large
amount of 1S1 are proprietary.

The Peak to Average Ratio remains within 6dB which
makes the technique significantly more advantageous than
OFDM from the radio cost point of view.

L,,.,,.,,...........A....... ..........i.....l........................................................J
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Fig. 5. Bit Error Rate results averaged over 10 different locations
for outdoor obstructed (non Line of Sight) environment with 3

transmit antennas. The bit rate is about 72 Mbit/sec.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the architectural implications of a
new technology, STREAMTM, able to achieve very high
speed bandwidth-efficient wireless data communications

exploiting the wavefielcl space with arbitrary environemnt:
outdoor/indoor, mobile/fixed, line-of-sight/obstructed.
The modem can detect high speed data in rapidly time
varying fading multipath making use of a model that more
accurately characterizes the time-variant nature of the de-
tection problem. This technonology has no counterpart
currently in industry, in fact the described hardware archi-
tecture outperforms most known technologies in terms of

scaleabilit y, cost, performance.
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